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Welcome to Arts and Africa - this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey. Today's 
programme? Well, it's a mixture of writing, weaving and music - for 
listeners in southern Africa who remember the early 196O's, nostalgic 
music. 

GRAMS 

MUSIC EXTRACT - ABAZALI • 

.ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

A group called the City Quads in what was then Rhodesia, with the 
chorus of a song about a young fellow riding into Salisbury on a double 
decker bus. The City Quads were singing in Ndebele, the language of 
writer and teacher Mthandazo Ndena Ngwenya. Besides teaching English and 
Ndebele at a teacher training college in Zimbabwe, he's written a couple 
of plays, a novel and had a series of stories published and he's written 
exclusively in l'Jdebele. Writers form many parts of black Africa, Ngugi 
Wa'Thiongo must be the best knowi:i, have advocated that creative writing 
should be in African languages, not in one of the imported, European ones. 
So when Mthandazo came along to the Arts and Africa studio the other day 
I asked him why he had decided to put this principle into practi~e. 

MTHANDAZO NDENA NGWEtTYA 

I felt our languages should develop in literature. There must be 
books written in our languages and if I am to do justice to my desire to 
communicate with my people. The commercial motive ··--hich perhaps some 
writers have decide to opt for hasn't really attracted me at all. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Do I take it that you mean you are restricting your audience to 
. your own people? Or is that just a primary motive and then thereafter 

you would like to communicate with the rest of Africa and the rest of the 
WDrld? 
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MTHANDA~O NDENA NGWEh'YA 

Well I look at it this way. I do not see any reason why our books 
should not be translated. I have read classics in different languages. 
Take for instance the Russian writers Dostoievsky, Tolstoy. They -wrote 
in Russian but their works have been translated into other languages and 
I think that in Africa today we should look at the possibility of 
translating our "l'-Torks into other languages to communicate with a wider 
world. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now what is the position of the Ndebele language inside Zimbabwe 
itself? 

MTHANDAZO NDENA NGWENYA 

Oh it is not as widespread as the other language, Shona, but it is 
a language that is spoken by one million people in the country and it's a 
dialect of Zulu and it is intelligible to many people in southern Africa, 
stretching from Malawi right down to the coast, right down to Table Mountain. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Is there any written literary tradition in the country? 

MTHANDAZO NDENA N~HY,! 

I regard myself as one of the pioneers~ one of them. We're just 
the first generation writers of this language. There is no tradition. 
You see, for many generations we've been using Zulu books, so the Zulu 
writers established a tradition of literature but we haven't, so we are 
now trying to evolve our own authentic independent tradition of literature 
and writings. · One of the first people on the field is Ndabazinhle Sigogo, 
we have another one, Isaac Mpofu. Those are really forerunners. Well, 
I come after them. Quite a number of people are publishing; Doris Makalisa 
is one of the most popular writers currently. Another lady is Mrs. Mlilo, 
she has published three books and quite a number of ladies have published 
poems • 

.ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now what sort of storie·s do you <lea], in? 

MTHANDAZO NDENA NGWENYA 

My stories are mostly about the village community and in this village 
I look at how the people- resolve their problems nowa-days in the contemporary 
situation and I try to suggest in these novels that the matter of 
discussion and the resolution of social problems that is common nowadays 
is not very help:ul because it's very individualistic. People are left 
on their own to cope with whatever problem they have. Whereas in the past, 
and this is the real theme the real thrust of my writing, in the past the 
problem of somebody was everybody's problem and there was an attempt to 
unite and to consult and to arrive at a communal consensus as to how the 
problems that are facing the society should be resolved. You had this 
support from people you lived with. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 
, 

Now these stories you write about, are they simplified so that the 
generality of the peopl_e ·you want to read will understand more readily or 
are they philosophic in any way? 

MTHANDAZO NDENA NGWENYA 

Well they're not didactic as such which is what you are getting at. 
They're not didactis because I thfnk if they are didactic ( and this is a 
purely artisi:ic reason) they may put off some people because it's like 
preaching to them. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Did you find any difficulty finding publishers for this kind of work? 

MTHANDAZO NDENA NGWE~--YA 

Fortunately in our country we nave an organisation which is there 
to sponsor African language literature so we post our manuscripts to these 
people that sponsor African language literature. So they actually find . 
publishers for us. 

foEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, I have in front of us three of the books you have had 
fubli~hed. Would you be kind enough to tell us what the titles are, what 
they mean and what the stories are about? 

J:iTHANDAZO NDENA NGWENYA 

·rhe first title is translated literally, "I have said, I have ~aid 
what I mean". Now in this particular story there is a father who tells 
his daughter who to marry and sticks by thatG Then there is _this conflj_ct 
between the daughter who is westernised and believes she has the right 
to choose whoever she loves. The second one, translated means "Operation 
_Kill the Wizard11 ~ Here in the story we have an individual who plays on an 
unsuspecting community without them realising that he is actually a 
criminal himself. I try to show the danger of what an individual can do 
if he is purely motivat ed by self-interest. The third book is a collection 
of poems, not only mine but by a number of Ndebele poets. I have about 
twelve poems in.that book. 

ALEX TE1TEH-LART~'Y 

Mthandazo Ndena Ng\'!enya. "Waci tu r-•Iozi" is also about an Ndebele 
village destroyed ~y ~Qtchcraft, an eerie tale but this .is the way the 
City Quads used to put it oyer. 
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GRAMS 

MUSIC E-XTRACT - WACITY MOZI. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

When I spoke of weaving at the beginning of the programme perhaps 
you immediately thought of textiles but, in fact, it's anothe~ ~ort ·. o_f . 
African weaving I had in mind. Basketry. For the third year running 
there's been an exhibition of the finest specimens made throughout .the 
country at the National Museum 'and Art Gallery in Gaborone, capital ·of 
Botswana. It's an exhibition that fired the curator with enthusiasm. 

BARBARA -~OHEN 

Well, when I see a room like upstairs it's hard for me to beli~ve 
that there could be another array of baslcets that look that splendid 
together. It's dazzling, isn't it? 

ALEX TETTEH-LAftTEY 

Barbara Cohen who's the Curator of Fine Arts and Crafts at the mus;;•um 
has been talking about the three hundred or so baskets that are on display 
to Jean Rowton. An organization called Botswanacraft that's been set up 
to promote local crafts hit on the idea of a national competition and 
exhibition as a ·way of maintaining the standard of what is a profitable 
rural craft. And from the number of entries this year and their standard, 
it would seem to be very effective • . As you'd .expect they're made by • 
womenfolk ip. BotS'l!Jana a.nd some of the finest examples come from the . 
Okovango region in- the north west . All the bask~ts whether they're made 
for sale or 1;ot are, of course, functional and Barbara Cohen lists some 
of their uses. 

BARBAR.A co:ey;,1! 

The sort of round, flat trays you see upstairs are winnowing trnys. 
Then the baskets with the slightly flared sides and maybe it will have a 
concave bottom which facilitates carrying it on the head, that's for 
carrying and gathering. Then there's a smaller basket with the -sides 
slightly up sti:-aighter · perhaps, that might l•e to keep household ob jects . 
Then you see the rounded baskets and those are the storage baskets, 
they rnay be storage baskets for 5rain, they may be storage baskets 'for 
liquid to drink beer. The beer baskets tend to .qe .woven very, very 
tightly. When the liquid goes in the, you know, they swell so that they . 
hold the liquid, then they also serve as a coolant . The there are other 
baskets that are not shown in the exhibition. There are very, very, very 
large grain storage baskets which will hold maybe well fifty or a hundred 
kilo bags or a hundred and fifty kilo bags, something like that •••• I 
mean they 1re enormous. They are put on big .stands to keep them off the 
ground in some areas to protect them from the termites . They may be less 
rounded, more of a squarish round, they might be put on a stone to 
protect them. Basketry has probably survived the best where the areas 
are the most isolated. Some of these areas in Botswana ·where there.is large 
basket production, I would say are isolated and agricultural and where 
it's continued and hasn't been replaced by the plastic bucket. 

JEAN ROWTON 

Now these baskets have all got beautj_ful, individual designs. 
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BARBARA COHEN 

Many of the designs are traditional and they're shared within the 
community. So a design may come from a story like: everybody went out and 
hunted for a giraffe and then they ate the giraffe and all that was left 
were the ri1JS. In that case it's to commemorate when the women went on 
the big hunt and all that were left were the ribs of the giraffe. Or they 
may come from the observation of how an animal moves. There is something 
called the 'legs of the tortoise' and it has that sort of bent form of 
how a tortoise moves its legs. Or it may Le from the observation of a 
skin, so you will se something covered with 'the forehead of the zebra' 
which has this irregular line pattern. Then what has happened is that 
everybody who uses these traditional patterns sort of does their own thing 
with them so there are no two baskets that look identical. Sometimes if 
you go up there into the exhibit you may be able to recognise somebody's 
basket, some woman who has more than one basket up there :taybe by the 
way she uses that pattern and the way she makes the bask1t. There is a 
lot of freedom wlth each pattern but the patterns are basically traditional. 
:t-fow I think you also see some people using two patterns together with 
maybe more going into them. You know there's a basket up there with a 
comb on it I noticed, but baskets with the axumals t I think, are not 
unusual, I mean there are more of them now. I think that they are made by 
certain groups over a long period of time. There seems to be more animals 
up there this year. 

JEAN ROW+ON 

And that is encouraging. You said they get more and more desig~s 
every year. 

BARBARA COKJ~N 

Yes, you know I've only been in Botswa.::1.a a couple of years. But it 
seems to me they get mo1·e and more splendid every year. 

ALF.X TETTEH-LARTEY 

Barbara Cohen talking to Jean Rowton in Gaborone 9 Bots¼cna. But 
I I m letting the City Q)_1ads have the last word today with more of 11.Abazali". 
J\nd as they ride into town on their double-decker bus this is Alex Tetteh
Lartey saying goodbye for now and hoping that we'll meet again this time 
next week. Goodbye. 

GRAMS 

MUSIC EXTRACT - ABAZALI. 


